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 To simply it, I would love a "vanilla" looking AI, and playable body 2.0. I love the look of TS4, but after that it all starts to look the same, and this game is way too easy. First, would that require a lot of the map and assets to be changed, and are there assets on the internet already to take them from? I see this as a great idea, but do you think it would be acceptable to get less features than others? For
example, if you retexture every single hair in the game, would you have the ability to have santa hats and stuff? I'm not sure if it's worth the time and effort that it would take to get every single hair in the game retexture'd. It wouldn't be a problem for the textures to be used with the mods, but the hair things you could have would be an issue. I think it would be cool to be able to make the hair and skin
textures on the map usable in the map editing scene. But is the time/energy worth it? Click to expand... I think hair and skin need to be easily recognizable when editing the map. I'd love it if it was able to take the hair textures from before (I don't want to change all the skin textures from from before as well). It would be ideal if the player could control which hair style they wanted to use. I do agree

that it wouldn't be worth the effort to retexture the hair. But perhaps it could be made to be something, like a mod. I was thinking about the actual art, a step beyond what mr original suggested, but also more than an ui tweak. The only game I 82157476af
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